Scholarship

Want a head-start in your tertiary education? Apply for an RP Freshmen Scholarship and be ahead of the game.

You should apply because it allows you...

To experience the exclusive Student Leadership Programme
To be bond-free
To a scholarship value of $3,000 per academic year so you need not fret about your tuition fees and can focus on your studies

What happens in the Student Leadership Programme?
Designed to maximise the potential of RP students, the programme is filled with many exciting activities to enhance the learning experience within and beyond RP such as:
• Industry Mentorship
• Leadership Training
• Overseas Exposure
• Career Coaching
• Experiential Learning Programme

What are some of the other scholarships available at RP?
Far East Organization Scholarship
Hong Leong Foundation Scholarship
Lin Jo Yan Scholarship
Max Lewis Scholarship
Ngee Ann Kongsi Scholarship
RP Scholarship
For more information on our scholarships, email help-scholarship@rp.edu.sg

So what exactly is an RP Freshmen Scholarship?
Offered by RP in partnership with industry partners and organisations, the RP Freshmen Scholarship is a bond-free scholarship programme awarded to freshmen who are enrolled into any full-time diploma programmes at RP.

What happens in the Student Leadership Programme?
• Are a Singapore Citizen
• Have achieved outstanding O-Level, Higher Nitec, or Singapore Sports School Exam results
• Have excellent CCA achievements
• Possess strong leadership qualities
• Are not a recipient of another scholarship

Here we're what our outstanding scholarship recipients have to say...

Above and Beyond
Jeselyn and RP go back a long way. While preparing for the O-Levels, the RP campus was her choice place to study in. Perhaps this is why she claims to have a stronger bond with RP. Having a love for all things aviation, she aspires to work for Changi Airport as an air traffic controller in future.

Jeselyn Koh Jiap Long
Diploma in Aviation Management
School of Engineering
Year 1
Ngee Ann Kongsi Scholarship Recipient

On the Scholarship
“The Ngee Ann Kongsi Scholarship has helped me build up my confidence in my studies. It also gives me the courage to continue to pursue excellence in RP.”

Making History
Khairuddin is the first SOI student to have been awarded the RP Freshmen Scholarship. How cool is that! “I feel honoured to be in such a position. I never expected myself to receive a scholarship so soon and as the first student at that.” When asked why he made RP his choice, the freshie said, “There’s a long list of reasons but the most prominent one is because RP offers a course that fits my interest exactly!”

Khairuddin Bin Ali
Diploma in Mobile Software Development
School of Infocomm
Year 1
Far East Organization Scholarship Recipient

On the Scholarship
“With the scholarship, I don’t have to depend on my parents for allowance any more, at least for about a year. Now, a portion of their burden has been lifted thanks to this scholarship.”

Follow Your Passion
An aspiring events planner, Sarah was determined to score her place not only in SOH but also for the scholarship, and she did it! “What attracted me to RP was definitely SOH! Not only is it the only local polytechnic with a hospitality school, RP also offers my dream course!” Furthermore, I was fascinated by RP’s unique learning approach and felt it would be a refreshing learning experience.

Sarah Bte Khairuddin
Diploma in Integrated Events Management
School of Hospitality
Year 1
Far East Organization Scholarship Recipient

On the Scholarship
“Ironically, the first(SO) thing I had to do was to compete with other students and I made it! My scholarship interview experience was very nerve-wrecking but I felt it was a privilege.”

Dream Big
A sports enthusiast, Jason has represented Singapore at the ASEAN school games! Describing the experience he has had on the sporting scene as one that is unforgettable, the Year 1 student states that competing with top-class players has been exhilarating. With RP enabling him to pursue both his diploma and sport, Jason says, “With my course complementing my sports career, I aim to be a sought-after sports player and do my part to inspire future generations of athletes.”

Jason Wong Guang Liang
Diploma in Sports and Leisure Management
School of Sports, Health and Leisure
Year 1
Ngee Ann Kongsi Scholarship Recipient

On the Scholarship
“The scholarship interview can be nerve-wrecking but Jason shares how you can ace it. “Believe in your own ability and think about the reasons why you deserve the scholarship. In my time at RP, it has allowed me to cope with my fees with ease.”

Follow Your Passion
An aspiring events planner, Sarah was determined to score her place not only in SOH but also for the scholarship, and she did it! “What attracted me to RP was definitely SOH! Not only is it the only local polytechnic with a hospitality school, RP also offers my dream course!” Furthermore, I was fascinated by RP’s unique learning approach and felt it would be a refreshing learning experience.

On the Scholarship
“Apart from helping me to lighten my family’s financial burden, the scholarship has encouraged me to be independent and responsible for my education here in RP. I’m also motivated to strive and achieve more academically because I feel that being awarded this scholarship has been a privilege.”
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